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Screen content is video or picture captured from a computer
screen typically by reading frame buffers or recording digital
display output signals of a computer graphics device. Screen
content is an extremely comprehensive and diverse class of
content and includes traditional photosensor captured pic⁃
tures as a small subset. Furthermore, screen content has
many unique characteristics not seen in traditional content.
By exploring these unique characteristics, new coding tech⁃
niques can significantly improve coding performance of
screen content. Today, more than ever, screen content coding
(SCC) is becoming increasingly important due to the rapid
growth of a variety of networked computers, clients, and de⁃
vices based applications such as cloud computing and Wi⁃Fi
display. SCC is the ultimate and most efficient way to solve
the data transferring bottleneck problem in these applica⁃
tions. The solution is to transfer screen pixel data between
these computers, clients, and devices. This paper provides
an overview of the background, application areas, require⁃
ments, technical features, performance, and standardization
work of SCC.
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1 Introduction
he screen content coding (SCC) standard [1] for
high efficiency video coding (HEVC) is an interna⁃
tional standard specially developed for screen con⁃
tent. It indicates the start of a new chapter in video

coding research and standardization. On one hand, SCC is re⁃
quired by many traditional applications and an ever⁃increasing
number of new and emerging applications as well [2]- [4]. On
the other hand, screen content is very different from traditional
content, thus different coding tools are needed. Furthermore,
screen content is an extremely comprehensive and diverse
class of content and includes traditional photosensor (e.g.
CMOS or CCD sensor) captured pictures as a small subset. As
a result, SCC is becoming a very active field to attract consider⁃
able attention from both academia and industry [1]- [35], and
is expect to play a major role in advancing both researches and
applications of video coding technology.

The Audio Video Coding Standard (AVS) Workgroup of Chi⁃
na is also working on SCC standard, which is expected to be⁃
come a national standard in China and an IEEE standard by
the second half of 2016. Since SCC has much more application
areas, market sectors, and customers of different requirements
to serve than traditional video coding, multiple standards are
needed and benefit each other to grow the market size. There
are also many SCC application areas and market sectors where
proprietary solutions are also acceptable.

This paper discusses the background and current status of
SCC and its standardization work in HEVC and AVS. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, application
areas and requirements of SCC is presented. Section 3 de⁃
scribes characteristics of screen content. Section 4 is devoted
to technical description and standardization of three major ded⁃
icated SCC techniques and their relation. Section 5 reports cod⁃
ing performance comparisons of the three SCC techniques. Fi⁃

nally, Section 6 concludes the paper and also presents some fu⁃
ture work of SCC.

2 Application Areas and Requirements
of SCC
Almost all applications of SCC have one thing in common:

display units are connected to information processing resourc⁃
es, including the central processing unit (CPU), graphics pro⁃
cessing unit (GPU), and storage space, through networks.

Application areas of traditional video coding are mostly re⁃
lated to TV broadcasting, video content delivery or streaming,
and video surveillance. However, SCC opens a huge and new
application area of video coding: cloud computing platform,
where CPUs, GPUs, and main storages devices are all located
in a place called cloud and shared by multiple user (client) de⁃
vices that are connected to the cloud through networks. As
shown in Fig. 1, the cloud can be as big as a datacenter with
thousands or tens of thousands of servers or as small as a sin⁃
gle computer with one multi⁃core⁃CPU/GPU combo or even a
smart phone. Virtual network computing (VNC), remote desk⁃
top, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), PC over IP (PCoIP),
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ultra ⁃ thin client, and zero ⁃ client are a few examples of SCC
based cloud computing platform implementation. SCC based
implementation has the highest graphics performance among
all implementations of the cloud computing platform [2]- [4].
SCC can reduce screen pixel data bit⁃rate to a level that widely
deployed networks can support even for screen resolution of
2560x1600 or higher at 60 Hz screen refresh rate, thus enables
cloud based computing and information processing to become
a mainstream model not only used by professionals but also by
average people in their daily life. The daily activities that often
need to handle typical screen content include web browsing,
document sharing in video conferencing, remote desktop shar⁃
ing and collaboration, office document editing, engineering
drawing, hardware design engineering, software programming,
map navigating and address direction searching, and many
more. Therefore, the market of SCC based cloud computing
and its variations are expected to grow exponentially and its
market is becoming much bigger than traditional video coding
market.

Besides cloud computing platforms, SCC has at least the fol⁃
lowing application areas:
•Cloudlet computing, a variation of cloud computing, where

the cloud is a small one (cloudlet) or is split into a few small
cloudlets. A client device can become a cloudlet.

• Cloud ⁃ mobile computing, a variation of cloud computing
where the client devices are mobile devices such as smart
phones, tablets, or notebooks

•Cloud gaming
•Wireless display, for example, Wi⁃Fi display, where Wi⁃Fi

connection is used to replace a video cable that attaches a
display unit such as a monitor or a TV set to a PC, a note⁃
book, a tablet, a smart phone, a set⁃top⁃box, and so on

•Screen or desktop sharing and collaboration, where multiple
users at different locations view the same desktop screen

•Video conferencing with document sharing
•Remote teaching
•Display wall

•Multi⁃screen display for many viewers
•Digital operating room (DiOR) or OR⁃over⁃IP.

From SCC coding performance and coding quality point of
view, SCC application areas and markets can be divided into
the following two major segments, which have different require⁃
ments.

1) High and ultra⁃high video quality segment
This segment includes cloud/cloudlet/cloudlet⁃ mobile com⁃

puting platforms, enterprise IT cloud platforms, VDI, remote
desktops, PCoIP, ultra⁃thin clients, zero⁃clients, cloud gaming,
and more. One distinct feature of this segment is that the
screen is usually viewed by one viewer at a viewing distance
less than one meter. This viewing model is the same as what
traditional computer users normally do. Users may include pro⁃
fessionals, and no visual loss of screen content picture can be
tolerated. Due to this feature, lossless coding or visually loss⁃
less coding with high and ultra⁃high picture quality is an abso⁃
lute requirement in this segment. The video color format re⁃
quirement for this segment is RGB or YUV 4:4:4. Another dis⁃
tinct feature of this segment is that human⁃computer interac⁃
tion (HCI) is involved, and both encoding and decoding of
screen content are part of the HCI process [2]. The total round⁃
trip time from a keyboard input or a mouse click to task pro⁃
cessing on the cloud, screen content rendering on the cloud,
screen content encoding on the cloud, and finally screen con⁃
tent decoding on the client device should be within a limit that
users can accept. Thus, the encoding and decoding time and la⁃
tency are very important to get overall crisp system response
time (SRT) for uncompromised excellence of HCI experiences.
The total encoding and decoding latency requirement is typi⁃
cally 30 milliseconds or less. This is less than one frame peri⁃
od in 30 frames per second coding configuration. Therefore, in
this segment, contrast to traditional video coding applications,
peak intra ⁃ picture (all ⁃ intra) coding performance is far more
critical than random⁃access, low⁃delay⁃P, and low⁃delay⁃B cod⁃
ing performance. In this segment, the highest mainstream
screen resolution today and in near future is probably
2560x1600 pixels. At 60 frames per second screen refresh rate
and 24 bits per pixel color precision, the raw screen pixel data
bit⁃rate is 5626 mega bit per second (mbps). Today, advanced
widely deployed networks infrastructure can probably provide
sustainable bandwidth of up to 20 mbps. Therefore, the basic
compression ratio requirement is close to 300:1. The compres⁃
sion ratio at ultra⁃high visually lossless picture quality is cer⁃
tainly very challenging, especially in all⁃intra coding configura⁃
tion.

2) Middle and low video quality segment
This segment includes Wi⁃Fi display, display wall, external

second display of mobile devices, multi ⁃ screen display for
many viewers, video conference with document sharing, remote
teaching, and more. One distinct feature of this segment is that
the screen content is usually viewed by more than one viewer
at a viewing distance more than one meter. This viewing model
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▲Figure 1. Application scenario of SCC: Cloud/cloudlet and
cloud⁃mobile computing platform.
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is not much different from traditional TV viewing model. Due
to this feature, lossy coding with middle (or low in some cases)
picture quality is acceptable in this segment. The video color
format requirement for this segment is RGB or YUV 4:4:4 or
YUV 4:2:0. Another distinct feature of this segment is that hu⁃
man ⁃ computer interaction (HCI) is usually not involved. So,
the encoding and decoding latency is not as important as in the
first segment. All ⁃ intra coding performance is also not as im⁃
portant as in the first segment. In this segment, the highest
screen resolution today and in near future is probably
4096x2160 pixels. At 60 frames per second screen refresh rate
and 24 bits per pixel color precision, the raw screen pixel data
bit⁃rate is 12,150 mbps. Today, advanced widely deployed net⁃
works infrastructure can probably provide sustainable band⁃
width of up to 20 mbps. Therefore, the basic compression ratio
requirement is 600:1. The compression ratio of 600:1 is cer⁃
tainly very challenging even at middle picture quality.

As a result, SCC requirements for compression ratio and pic⁃
ture quality are very challenging. Traditional coding tech⁃
niques cannot meet the requirements, and new coding tech⁃
niques are absolutely needed.

3 Characteristics of Screen Content
One of the most important characteristics of screen content

is its diversity and comprehensiveness.
Screen content is video or picture captured from a computer

screen typically by either reading frame buffers or recording
digital display output signals of a computer graphics device.
Computer screen content is extremely diverse and comprehen⁃
sive due to the diversity and comprehensiveness of materials,
data, information, and their visual bitmap representations that
computers need to handle, render and display,. The diversity
and comprehensiveness can be seen from at least the following
three aspects:
1) The number of distinct colors in a region (e.g. a block). The

number can range from one, i.e. the entire region has only
one color, to maximum, which is equal to the number of pix⁃
els in the region;

2) Degree of pattern matchability. A matching (either exact
matching defined as having no difference or approximate
matching defined as having difference within a predeter⁃
mined limit) pattern set is a set of two or more patterns that
have both matching shapes and matching value of pixels.
Pattern matchability is the state of existence of matching
pattern sets. The degree of pattern matchability can be mea⁃
sured by at lease the following metrics:
•The size (the number of elements) of a set of matching pat⁃

terns in a predetermined range usually called searching
range in an encoder or a reference range in a decoder. Big
size means high degree of pattern matchability.

•The number of matching pattern sets in a predetermined
range. The number equal to 0 means the lowest degree of

pattern matchability. The degree of pattern matchability
is generally related to both of the number of matching pat⁃
tern sets and the average size of all matching pattern sets.
In general, big number of matching pattern sets or big av⁃
erage size of all matching pattern sets means high degree
of pattern matchability.

•The average distance between elements of a matching pat⁃
tern set. Short distance usually means high degree of pat⁃
tern matchability and that most elements are located
closely.

3) Shape and color of matching patterns
The shape and color of a matching pattern set can be arbi⁃

trary. Hence, the number of possible different shapes and col⁃
ors is huge. In fact, matching patterns in screen content have a
virtually unlimited number and variety of different shapes and
colors. For example, the shapes range from simple ones such
as squares, rectangles, triangles, circles, polygons, crescents,
diamonds of different sizes to complex ones such as all kinds
of mathematic curves, geometric shapes, and fonts of different
typeface, size, weight, slope, width, and special effect.

In Fig. 2, six screen content examples illustrate the screen
content diversity in terms of the number of distinct color.

As shown in Fig. 2, from top left to bottom right, the six ex⁃
amples are:
1) Single color square. The number of distinct color is one. The

degree of pattern matchability is the highest.
2) Two color checkers. The number of distinct color is two. The

degree of pattern matchability is very high.
3) Spreadsheet cells. The number of distinct color is about

twenty. The degree of pattern matchability is high.
4) A color space diagram repeated 16 times. The number of dis⁃

tinct color is big. The degree of pattern matchability is medi⁃
um.

▲Figure 2. Diversity of screen content.
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5) A photosensor (camera) captured photo, i.e. a natural pic⁃
ture. The number of distinct color is big. The degree of pat⁃
tern matchability is very low.

6) A color space diagram. The number of distinct color reaches
the maximum. The degree of pattern matchability is zero.
It should be noted that screen content includes the tradition⁃

al photosensor captured natural content as a small subset of
screen content. In fact, this special subset generally features a
very large number of distinct colors and almost zero pattern
matchability, as the fifth example in Fig. 2.

Screen content also includes sophisticated light⁃shaded and
texture⁃mapped photorealistic scenes generated by computers.
Virtual reality, 3D computer animation with lighting and shad⁃
ing, 3D computer graphics with lighting and shading, and com⁃
puter games are examples of photorealistic screen content.
From the word“photorealistic”, it can be easily seen that com⁃
puter generated photorealistic screen content has almost the
same properties as the traditional photosensor captured natural
content and share the same features like relatively smooth edg⁃
es and complicated textures. In particular, computer generated
photorealistic screen content also features a very large number
of distinct colors and almost zero pattern matchability.

Besides the general characteristics of diversity and compre⁃
hensiveness, typical screen content has at least the following
three specific characteristics, which traditional natural content
usually does not have.
1) Typical computer screens seen in common everyday applica⁃

tions are often rich in girds, window frames, window panes,
table cells, slide⁃bars, toolbars, line charts, and so on. They
feature very sharp edges, uncomplicated shapes, and thin
lines with few colors, even one⁃pixel⁃wide single⁃color lines.
Therefore, for typical screen content, the number of distinct
colors is low.

2) Sharp and clear bitmap structures, especially small ones,
such as alphanumeric characters, Asian characters, icons,
buttons, graphs, charts and tables are often seen in typical
computer screens. Thus, there are usually many similar or
identical patterns in typical screen content. For examples,
all texts are composed of a very limited number of charac⁃
ters, and all characters themselves are composed of a signifi⁃
cantly further limited number of basic strokes. Therefore,
typical screen content has high degree of pattern matchabili⁃
ty.

3) Splitting and merging of matching patterns. A pair of match⁃
ing patterns (A, B) with a pair distance d(A, B) may be split
into two or more pairs of small matching patterns (A1, C1),
(A2, C2), …, where pattern A is split into two or more small
patterns A1, A2, …, and each pair of the small matching pat⁃
terns has a pair distance shorter than d(A, B). On the other
hand, if pattern A is split into two or more small patterns A1,
A2, …, two or more pairs of matching patterns (A1, C1), (A2,
C2), … may be merged into a big pair of matching pattern
(A, B), whose pair distance is longer than the pair distance

of each of the small matching pattern pairs (A1, C1), (A2,
C2), … Note that in splitting and merging, it is not necessary
for patterns C1, C2 … to be related to pattern B. The split⁃
ting and merging of matching patterns mean that for a piece
(or block) of pixels in typical screen content, matching rela⁃
tion is not unique, but has multiple options available. Differ⁃
ent options have different number of pairs and different pair
distances. Pattern splitting and merging based multiple
matching relation is an important characteristic which
needs to be fully explored in SCC.
The first two specific characteristics are strongly related. Ac⁃

tually, lower number of distinct colors usually (but not always)
means higher degree of pattern matchability and vice versa.
On one extreme, one distinct color results in the highest degree
of pattern matchability; at the other extreme, the maximum
number of distinct colors results in zero degree of pattern
matchability.

Because traditional block⁃matching and transform based hy⁃
brid coding technique does not take advantage of any special
characteristics of screen content, dedicated SCC techniques
have tremendous potential to improve coding efficiency of
screen content significantly by exploring the special character⁃
istics of screen content. Since almost all major characteristics
of screen content are related to pattern matching, three major
SCC techniques are all pattern matching based techniques: 1)
intra picture block matching technique, also known as intra
block copy (IBC) or intra motion compensation (IMC)tech⁃
nique; 2) intra coding unit (CU) pixel index string matching
technique, also known as palette (PLT) technique; and 3) pseu⁃
do 2D string matching (P2SM or P2M) technique.

4 Technical Description and
Standardization of Three SCC techniques
IBC [5]-[8] is a straightforward extension of conventional in⁃

ter ⁃ prediction to intra picture coding with a few simplifica⁃
tions. The main simplification is to remove pixel interpolation
and do only whole pixel prediction. In IBC (Fig. 3), when en⁃
coding a prediction unit (PU), the encoder searches an optimal
matching block as a reference matching pattern in a pre⁃deter⁃
mined search window (reference buffer), which is usually a pre⁃
viously reconstructed pixel buffer. Reference matching pat⁃
terns have the same shapes and sizes as PUs such as 4x8, 8x4,
8x8, 16x16, 32x32, 64x64 pixels. The search window has a pre⁃
determined size which varies from a few CUs to the full frame.
The encoding result is a motion vector (MV) and a residual
block.

In IBC decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream to obtain
a MV. The decoder uses the MV to locate a reference matching
pattern in the previously reconstructed reference pixel buffer.
The decoder then uses the values of the reference matching
pattern as the predictor of the current PU being decoded.

IBC is efficient to code matching patterns of a few fixed siz⁃
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es with rectangle or square shapes in a picture, but is not flexi⁃
ble enough to code matching patterns of different sizes from a
few pixels to a few thousands of pixels with a variety of shapes.

IBC is adopted into the HEVC SCC draft by unification with
conventional inter ⁃ prediction, i.e. specifying the current pic⁃
ture itself as a reference picture.

As shown in Fig. 4, when encoding a CU in PLT [9]- [11],
the encoder first performs color quantization on the CU to ob⁃
tain a few representative colors and puts the representative col⁃
ors into a palette. Each color in the palette has an index. When
the number of representative colors exceeds a limit, the last in⁃
dex is reserved to represent all extra colors beyond the limit.
The extra colors are named escape colors. All pixels in the CU
are converted into indices to build an index map. The index
map is further coded by either left ⁃string⁃matching or above⁃
string⁃matching. The escape colors are quantized and coded in⁃
to the bitstream.

All indices in an index map are coded string by string using
two types of string matching. The first type of string matching
is left ⁃matching. The first string (0 0), second string (1 1 1),
and third string (2 2 2) in the index map of Fig. 4 are examples
of left⁃matching. In a left⁃matching string, all indices are iden⁃
tical. The second type of string matching is above⁃matching. In
the index map of Fig. 4, string (5 5 5 5) in the 4th row, string (7
7 7) in the 5th row, string (9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11) in the 7th
row, and string (9 9) in the 8th row are examples of above ⁃
matching. It is obvious that in left ⁃ matching, the reference
matching string (pattern) overlaps the current string being cod⁃
ed, while in above ⁃ matching, the reference matching string
(pattern) is the string above the current string being coded. A
left ⁃matching string has three coding parameters: string type,
index, and length. An above⁃matching string has two coding pa⁃
rameters: string type and length.

For each CU, the PLT encoding results are a palette, an in⁃
dex map coded by two types of string matching, and quantized
escape colors. The encoding results are explicitly or implicitly
put into the video bitstream after entropy coding.

In PLT decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream and per⁃
forms other decoding steps to obtain the palette, the index
map, and the escape colors, from which the decoder can com⁃
plete the decoding process to reconstruct all pixels of the CU.

The palette coding technique can code matching patterns in⁃
side a CU using two types of intra⁃CU pixel⁃index string match⁃
ing, but it cannot exploit non⁃ local matching patterns outside
of a CU.

PLT is adopted into the HEVC SCC draft as a CU level cod⁃
ing mode named palette mode.

IBC can only code matching patterns of a few fixed sizes
with rectangle or square shapes efficiently. PLT can only code
matching patterns completely inside a CU efficiently. Howev⁃
er, typical screen content shows significant diversity in terms
of the shape and size of matching patterns and the distance of
a matching pattern pair. Therefore, IBC and PLT only partially

explore the special characteristics of screen
content.

P2SM has its origin in Lempel⁃Ziv (LZ) algo⁃
rithm [12], but is more sophisticated than the
original LZ algorithm. In P2SM, two reference
buffers are used. One is primary reference buf⁃
fer (PRB) which is typically a part of the tradi⁃
tional reconstructed picture buffer to provide
reference string pixels for the current pixels be⁃
ing coded. The other is secondary reference buf⁃
fer (SRB) which is a dynamically updated look⁃
up table (LUT) storing a few of recently and fre⁃
quently referenced pixels for repetitive refer⁃
ence by the current pixels being coded. When
encoding a CU, for any starting pixel being cod⁃
ed, searching of optimal matching string with a
variable length is performed in both PRB and
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▲Figure 3. Intra block copy coding technique.
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▲Figure 4. Palette coding technique.
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SRB. As a result of the searching, either a PRB string or an
SRB string is selected as a reference matching pattern on a
string⁃by⁃string basis. For a PRB string, an offset and a length
are coded into the bitstream. For an SRB string which is really
an SRB pixel color duplicated many times, an SRB address
and a duplication count are coded into the bitstream. If no ref⁃
erence string of at least one pixel is found in PRB or SRB, the
starting pixel is coded directly into the bitstream as an un⁃
matched pixel. Thus, a CU coded by P2SM has three matching
types: Match_PRB, Match_SRB, and Match_NONE. A letter S
coded by P2SM is shown in Fig. 5. The size of the current CU
is 8x8. The following is five examples of PRB strings or SRB
strings (Fig. 5).

The 1st string marked with red“1”is a 9⁃pixel PRB string.
The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (9, 3).

The 2nd string marked with green“2”is a 4 ⁃ pixel SRB
string. The reference matching string consists of the 1st SRB
pixel color duplicated four times.

The 3rd string marked with red“3”is a 4⁃pixel PRB string.
The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (0, 3).

The 4th string marked with red“4”is a 14 ⁃ pixel PRB
string. The reference matching string is in PRB with offset (8, ⁃
4).

The 5th string marked with green“5”is a 7 ⁃ pixel SRB
string. The reference matching string also consists of the 1st
SRB pixel color duplicated seven times.

In P2SM decoding, the decoder parses the bitstream and per⁃
forms other decoding steps to obtain the matching type, (offset,
length) or (SRB address, length) or unmatched pixel, from
which the decoder can complete the decoding process to recon⁃
struct all pixels of the CU.

P2SM is adopted into the initial working draft of AVS screen
mixed content coding extension as a CU level coding mode in
March 2016.

It is obvious that IBC and PLT are two special cases of
P2SM. In fact, IBC is a P2SM special case that restricts a PU
to have only one reference matching string. PLT is also a

P2SM special case that limits all reference matching strings
within the same CU being coded and allows only SRB strings
(left ⁃matching) and reference matching strings above the cur⁃
rent strings (above⁃matching). The two special cases are called
big string case and SRB string only case [31] in P2SM. Since
P2SM is developed in a late stage of HEVC SCC project, it is
not in the HEVC SCC draft. P2SM is adopted into the AVS
screen mixed content coding working draft as universal string
prediction (USP) tool.

5 Coding Performance Comparison of IBC,
PLT, and P2SM
Coding performance comparison experiments use HM⁃16.6+

SCM⁃5.2 reference software [35] and HM⁃16.6+P2SM software
[31]. The following coding options are compared:
1) NoSCC implemented by disabling both IBC and PLT in HM⁃

16.6+SCM⁃5.2
2) IBC implemented by disabling only PLT in HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃

5.2
3) PLT implemented by disabling only IBC in HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃

5.2
4) IBC+PLT (SCM which includes both IBC and PLT) imple⁃

mented by HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2
5) P2SM implemented in HM⁃16.6+P2SM.

The experimental results are generated under the common
test conditions and lossy all⁃intra configuration defined in [34].
Fourteen test sequences are used in the experiment. The test
sequences are classified into four categories: text and graphics
with motion (TGM), mixed content (MC), camera captured
(CC), and animation (ANI). YCbCr (YUV) color format version
is used in the experiment. To evaluate the overall coding per⁃
formance, the Bjøntegaard delta rate (BD ⁃ rate) metric [36],
[37] is used. For each category, an average BD⁃rate reduction
is calculated. Encoding and decoding software runtime are also
compared for evaluating the complexity of the encoder and de⁃
coder.
Tables 1-4 show the coding performance improvement (BD⁃

rate reduction percentage in negative numbers) of IBC, PLT,
IBC+PLT (SCM), and P2SM, respectively. Table 5 shows the
coding performance improvement of P2SM over SCM.
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CU: coding unit PRB: primary reference buffer SRB: secondary reference buffer
▲Figure 5. A letter S coded by P2SM technique.

▼Table 1. Coding performance improvement of IBC over NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃47.80%
⁃41.23%
⁃1.38%
⁃0.07%

158.08%
78.75%

U
⁃48.51%
⁃42.21%
⁃1.72%
⁃0.12%

V
⁃48.67%
⁃42.34%
⁃1.58%
⁃0.10%

Current CU

PRB

1th string:
match type=Match_PRB,
offset=(9,3), length=9

2nd string:
match type=Math_SRB,

index=0, length=4

SRB

1 1 1 1 1111
1

4
4 44 44 44

44 44 44

3
33 3

1 1 1 1 1111
12 2 2 2333
44 4 4 4443
44 4 4 4445

5 5 5555
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The experimental results show:
1) For screen content (TGM and MC categories), P2SM has

higher coding performance than IBC or PLT or both combined.
2) IBC has higher coding performance than PLT, and both

have significant overlap.
3) For typical and common screen content (TGM), P2SM is

superior to IBC and PLT combined (HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2) by
close to 5% in term of BD⁃rate.

Recently, it is reported [32], [33] that P2SM can achieve sig⁃
nificant coding performance improvement for screen content
rendered using sub ⁃ pixel ⁃ rendering techniques such as
ClearType developed and widely applied in text rendering to
achieve clear and smooth text display on an LCD panel. For a
ClearType snapshot and a ClearType test sequence, P2SM can
achieve 39.0% and 35.4% Y BD⁃rate reduction, respectively,
comparing to HM⁃16.6+SCM⁃5.2.

6 Conclusions
Driven by increasing demand from both existing application

areas such as Wi ⁃ Fi display and emerging application areas
such as cloud computing platforms, SCC technology has made
significant progress in the past three years.

Two major SCC standardization projects so far are HEVC
SCC project and AVS/IEEE SCC project. Both are expected to
complete by the second half of 2016. Two special cases of
P2SM, i.e. IBC and PLT are adopted into the HEVC SCC draft.
P2SM is adopted into the AVS screen mixed content cod⁃
ing working draft using the name of universal string prediction
(USP).

Another technique named adaptive color transform (ACT) is
also adopted into HEVC SCC. ACT is based on a prediction re⁃
sidual coding technique [38] and is a general technique in⁃
stead of SCC dedicated. ACT is mainly effective on RGB color
format sequences and has negligible effect on YUV color for⁃
mat sequences.

String matching is a superset of block matching which has
been thoroughly studied for more than thirty years. P2SM pro⁃
vides a flexible trade⁃off between coding efficiency and coding
complexity. String matching technology is still in its early
stage of development, much like MPEG⁃1 stage of block match⁃
ing technology, and has significant room for improvement.
Therefore, future work in SCC and general video coding in⁃
cludes: 1) Further study of pattern matchability in screen con⁃
tent pictures and other types of contents, 2) improvement on
string matching technology to code a variety of contents with
different pattern matchability efficiently, 3) further reduction
of coding complexity of string matching techniques, and 4) Op⁃
timization of string matching techniques for specific applica⁃
tion areas with special requirement.
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▼Table 2. Coding performance improvement of PLT over NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃40.83%
⁃24.70%
0.19%
0.03%

125.48%
90.89%

U
⁃46.18%
⁃34.70%
⁃3.04%
0.02%

V
⁃48.15%
⁃34.21%
⁃2.78%
⁃0.02%

▼Table 3. Coding performance improvement of IBC+PLT (SCM) over
NoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃57.06%
⁃45.57%
⁃1.17%
⁃0.03%

172.19%
80.85%

U
⁃60.76%
⁃50.85%
⁃4.40%
⁃0.13%

V
⁃62.35%
⁃50.90%
⁃4.08%
⁃0.06%

▼Table 4. Coding performance improvement of P2SM overNoSCC

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃58.19%
⁃46.26%
⁃0.01%
0.15%

140.63%
80.02%

U
⁃61.34%
⁃51.24%
5.39%
1.21%

V
⁃63.00%
⁃51.50%
2.62%
1.60%

▼Table 5. Coding performance improvement of P2SM over SCM

ANI: animation
CC: camera captured

Dec: Decoding
Enc: Encoding

MC: mixed content
TGM: text and graphics with motion

TGM
MC
ANI
CC

Enc Time
Dec Time

Y
⁃4.74%
⁃1.40%
1.19%
0.17%

81.67%
98.98%

U
⁃4.24%
⁃1.02%
10.43%
1.34%

V
⁃4.20%
⁃1.45%
7.00%
1.66%
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